Discussion | Unsurprisingly, known individuals had the largest reach owing to their substantial number of followers. Dwayne Wade, a professional athlete, accounted for most of the impact. His tweet actually addressed heat safety prevention but included the hashtag. It is not known whether his followers associated the tweet with sun safety. The largest category of participants was individuals (44%). However, their retweet count was low at 39 retweets, and many "individuals" were health professionals themselves and not those most likely to engage in unsafe sun safety behavior.
Evaluation of Bedside Diagnostic Accuracy, Learning Curve, and Challenges for a Novice Reflectance Confocal Microscopy Reader for Skin Cancer Detection In Vivo
Reflectance confocal microscopy (RCM) imaging achieves high sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of skin cancers. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Of note, these data were mostly derived from blinded analyses performed in a store-and-forward manner by an expert RCM reader on images acquired under a research protocol. [1] [2] [3] [4] Few studies have explored bedside RCM reader accuracy in the framework of the real-time patient visit. 6 Recently, RCM was granted category I Current Procedural Terminology reimbursement codes in the United States, and it is progressing toward clinical use. However, there is a limited pool of experienced RCM readers. Formalized learning approaches to teach a novice reader to interpret RCM images are needed. In this study, we assessed the learning curve, diagnostic accuracy, and pitfalls associated with a novice RCM reader at the bedside. Diagnoses made on the basis of histopathologic findings were compared with those made on the basis of RCM to calculate the proportion of true-positive and false-positive findings and diagnostic accuracy with exact 95% CIs. Diagnostic accuracy of RCM conducted on the first 48 lesions (2 of 50 lesions were rejected because of a lack of RCM diagnosis) was compared with the diagnostic accuracy of RCM conducted on the subsequent 50 lesions. After an interval of more than 90 days, the novice RCM reader reevaluated lesions associated with false-positive or false-negative findings, and these lesions were also independently assessed by an RCM expert. The findings of the novice's reevaluation were compared with those of her original bedside diagnosis, the expert's assessment, and histopathologic findings.
Results | Of the 98 lesions analyzed, 46 of 98 (47%) were malignant: 26 of 46 (57%) were basal cell carcinoma, 17 of 46 (37%) were melanomas, and 3 of 46 (7%) were squamous cell carcinoma. The remaining 52 of 98 lesions (53%) were benign: 29 of 52 (56%) were melanocytic (common acquired nevi, dysplastic nevi, Spitz, and atypical lesions) and 23 of 52 (44%) were nonmelanocytic lesions. A correct classification was rendered for 78 of 98 lesions (80%; 95% CI, 69%-86%). This included a correct classification of 41 of 46 malignant lesions (89%): 23 of 26 basal cell carcinomas (85%), 15 of 17 melanomas (88%), and 3 of 3 squamous cell carcinomas (100%). A correct classification was also given for 37 of 52 benign lesions (71%): 20 of 21 nevi (95%), 8 of 8 atypical melanocytic lesions (100%), 2 of 7 actinic keratosis (29%), 2 of 5 lichen planus-like keratosis (40%), 1 of 5 acanthomas (25%), 2 of 2 fibrous papules (100%), 1 of 2 dermal fibrosis (50%), and 1 of 2 inflamed follicular cysts (50%) (Figure) . Misdiagnosis was made on the basis of RCM findings for 20 of 98 lesions (20%), including false-negative findings for 5 of 20 lesions (25%) and false-positive findings for 15 of 20 lesions (75%). The overall diagnostic accuracy was 80%, with sensitivity and specificity of 89% (95% CI, 69%-92%) and 71% (95% CI, 57%-83%), respectively. The diagnostic accuracy was 79% for the first 48 cases and 80% for the last 50 cases (2-sided P = .91). Reevaluation of these lesions by the novice RCM reader resulted in a correct diagnosis in 15 of 20 lesions (75%); evaluation by the expert RCM reader resulted in a correct diagnosis in 17 of 20 cases (85%). These data, including the potential reasons for misdiagnosis, are shown in the Table. Discussion | In this study, the novice RCM reader attained a sensitivity of 89% and a specificity of 71% in routine clinical practice within a short time interval without extensive training. In most cases, misdiagnosis was likely related to the novice's lack of formal training in and inexperience with performing RCM readings. Another major cause of misdiagnosis was the lack of cellular specificity associated with RCM, which makes it difficult to differentiate basal cell carcinoma tumor nodules from keratosis and even normal skin components, such as hair follicles and epidermis that mimic basal cell carcinoma or to differentiate pagetoid melanocytes from Langerhans cells; this difficulty led to false diagnoses of basal cell carcinoma and melanoma, respectively. Furthermore, 60% of the lesions assessed with the handheld RCM device had a false diagnosis because of a small field of view. Limitations of this study include that it was a single-center, single-observer study with a modest sample size. Because of this, the results may not be broadly generalizable, because the novice reader is a pathologist with an in-depth knowledge of morphology. Studies involving a larger data set are needed. This study highlights a potential approach for formal larger-scale training to expand the existing pool of RCM readers, which is a crucial step for the integration of RCM in clinics to improve skin cancer diagnosis and management. 
